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The first plate of Ortelius's classic world mapThe first plate of Ortelius's classic world map

ORTELIUS, Abraham.ORTELIUS, Abraham.
Typus Orbis Terrarum.Typus Orbis Terrarum.

Antwerp, 1584, Latin text. Original colour. 340 x 495mm.Antwerp, 1584, Latin text. Original colour. 340 x 495mm.

£7,000£7,000

A fine example of one of the most famous antique maps of the world, published in the 'TheatrumA fine example of one of the most famous antique maps of the world, published in the 'Theatrum
Orbis Terrarum', the first regularly produced atlas of the world. This example was printed fromOrbis Terrarum', the first regularly produced atlas of the world. This example was printed from
the first plate of three: the copper plate had cracked across the bottom left corner almostthe first plate of three: the copper plate had cracked across the bottom left corner almost
immediately and went through six states before being discarded and replaced by a new plate.immediately and went through six states before being discarded and replaced by a new plate.
Ortelius's projection is oval, and shows extensive land masses at the north and south poles, theOrtelius's projection is oval, and shows extensive land masses at the north and south poles, the
latter named 'Terra Australis Nondum Cognita', South America has a distinctive bulge (removedlatter named 'Terra Australis Nondum Cognita', South America has a distinctive bulge (removed
in the third state of the second plate). Fine contemporary colour.in the third state of the second plate). Fine contemporary colour.

VAN DER BROECKE: 1.4 (of six), with the plate crack repaired, without the date 1584 inVAN DER BROECKE: 1.4 (of six), with the plate crack repaired, without the date 1584 in
Hogenberg's signature.Hogenberg's signature.

Stock ID :23568Stock ID :23568
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